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F eedback loops are processes that connect output signals back to their inputs. The history of biological feedback goes back at least 130 years to observations by Eduard Pflüger that organs and other living systems "satisfy their own needs" (1) . Feedback became an influential concept that led to Walter Cannon's theory of physiological homeostasis (2); Alan Turing's model of pattern formation (3); as well as investigations of metabolic end-product inhibition (4), metabolic oscillations (5), and transcriptional self-repression (6) . Biological feedback concepts were further influenced by chemical oscillation theories (7) and the field of cybernetics (8) . It has more recently become appreciated that the concept of feedback may be useful as a framework for understanding how intracellular signaling systems elicit specific cell behavior.
Mammalian species use over 3000 signaling proteins and over 15 second messengers to build hundreds of cell-specific signaling systems. Many of the signaling components have multiple upstream regulators and downstream targets, creating a web of connectivity within and between signaling pathways (9) . The presence of multiple feedback loops in these systems (10) poses a challenge to understanding how receptor inputs control cellular behavior. We discuss how recurring feedback designs, or motifs (11) , mediate biological functions such as bistability, oscillation, polarization, and robustness. Our goal was to generate a comprehensive guide for feedback in signal transduction that would also be instructive for understanding transcription networks, control of metabolism, pattern formation, the cell cycle, and the behavior of circadian oscillators.
We focus on two mammalian signaling systems: the receptor-triggered Ca 2+ signaling system in nonexcitable cells (12) and the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) signaling pathway in chemotactic neutrophils (13) . These were chosen because of existing knowledge of feedback mechanisms that generate both simple and complex temporal and spatial signaling responses ( Fig. 1) . We use graphical representations of feedback motifs, with signaling components shown as vertices and directed negative and positive regulatory steps shown as arrows with and without minus symbols, respectively (Figs. 2 to 5, gray background). An arrow may consist of multiple steps so that a single positive arrow could reflect, for example, the net effect of two serial negative regulatory steps. Feedback loops are defined as paths that begin from and return to the same vertex. We also use mathematical representations with variables corresponding to vertices and equation terms corresponding to arrows (table S1). The simulated functions for each motif (Figs. 2 and 3) can be recreated by accompanying computer programs (table S2) . We conclude by suggesting experimental approaches to investigate feedback loops.
Signaling with a Single Negative Feedback Loop
Negative feedback loops are found in nearly all known signaling pathways and are defined as sequential regulatory steps that feed the output signal, inverted, back to the input ( Fig. 2A) . Depending on its characteristics and initial conditions, a single negative feedback motif can create four distinct signaling functions: basal homeostat, output limiter, adaptation, and transient generator.
The presence of a small-amplitude negative feedback loop stabilizes the basal signaling state without preventing strong input signals from triggering maximal pathway activation ( Fig. 2A , basal homeostat). In this case, small deviations of an input signal are suppressed in the output, and only large changes in the input control the output. For example, a negative feedback involving the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) Ca
2+
-sensing protein STIM2 (stromal interaction molecule 2) (14) keeps basal Ca 2+ concentration in the cytosol and in the lumen of the ER at~50 nM and~400 mM, respectively. STIM2 triggers influx of extracellular Ca 2+ at ER-plasma membrane junctions in response to a reduction in ER Ca 2+ concentration, forming a negative feedback loop (14) . Because many cellular processes are regulated by Ca 2+ , maintaining proper resting levels is crucial.
A different use of negative feedback is to limit maximum signaling output ( Fig. 2A , limiter). Upon stimulation, the output signal rapidly increases but is attenuated once it passes a threshold. For example, receptor-triggered increases of Negative feedback is also necessary to generate adaptive behavior. Adaptive signaling systems are built to respond to changes in input rather than the absolute amount of input signal ( Fig. 2A, adaptive) . Studies of bacterial chemotaxis (16) and vertebrate visual signal transduction (17) revealed sophisticated regulatory circuits that generate optimized adaptative behavior. In neutrophil chemotaxis, cells sense relative chemoattractant gradients by a mechanism that involves partial deactivation and subsequent internalization of activated cell surface receptors. The resulting lower input level prevents saturation of downstream signaling responses and allows for subsequent signaling when chemoattractant concentrations further increase (18) . Most heterotrimeric guanine nucleotide-binding protein (G-protein)-coupled receptors, which include receptors involved in chemotaxis, exhibit adaptive behavior through use-dependent receptor down-regulation (19) .
Lastly, a strong negative feedback loop that is triggered after a delay converts a constant input into a transient output signals with amplitudes that increase as a function of the amplitude of the input step ( Fig. 2A, transient 
Signaling with a Single Positive Feedback Loop
Positive feedback is often associated with uncontrolled, runaway processes such as nuclear chain reactions and models of catastrophic climate change. Nevertheless, functions of positive feedback in biological systems have been described for almost 100 years (21) . Positive feedback is defined as a set of regulatory steps that feeds the output signal back to the input (Fig. 2B) . If signaling output activity increases, positive feedback will further increase input levels, thereby enhancing the output signal. There are three common functions of a single positive feedback motif: amplifying a signal, changing the timing of a signaling response, and creating bistable switches.
Positive feedback can provide absolute as well as relative amplification ( Out:
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Out: 2+ ions are released into the cytosol, providing for absolute amplification of the input signal. The ultrasensitive nature of the release process also results in relative amplification; a threefold increase in IP 3 can result in a 20-fold increase in cytosolic Ca 2+ levels (23) . Ultrasensitive regulatory steps are characterized by a sigmoidal dose-response curve (24) .
As is the case for negative feedback (limiter and transient generator), positive feedback also changes the timing of the signaling response (Fig.  2B , accelerator or delay). In the case of IP 3 -gated Ca 2+ release, positive feedback accelerates the signaling response by opening more Ca 2+ channels so that a saturating cytosolic Ca 2+ concentration is more rapidly reached (green curve; halfmaximal time: t a < t ctr ). Positive feedback in nonsaturating conditions can also prolong the time required to reach a higher steady state (red curve; t d > t ctr ) (10) .
A positive feedback loop with an ultrasensitive regulatory step can trigger a bistable switch (Fig. 2B, bistability) (25) . This is arguably one of the most important regulatory motifs in cell signaling. For inputs below a critical threshold, the signaling output remains near its basal state; for inputs above the threshold, the output increases to a high, active state. Bistable systems make use of hysteresis to remain in the active state, meaning that the input stimulus required to keep the system in the active state is lower than the input required for triggering the initial transition from basal to active state. Many cell signaling processes have been proposed to use positive feedback to implement either a reversible or irreversible bistable switch, such as Ca 2+ spikes (25), chemotaxis (26) , and oocyte maturation (27) .
Mixed Positive and Negative Feedback
Delayed negative feedback can force a bistable system back to the inactive state and create a pulse in the signaling output that is typically characterized by a fixed amplitude and duration (Fig.  2C , pulse generator). Ca 2+ pulses (28) are triggered by the aforementioned IP 3 R fast positive feedback loop and a delayed negative feedback by which high levels of Ca 2+ inhibit the IP 3 R (22). Similarly, in neutrophil migration, a proposed fast positive feedback loop between the scaffold protein hematopoietic 1 (Hem-1) and actin nucleation enhances actin polymerization and local extension of lamellipods (29) . Recruitment of a yet-unidentified inhibitor may break apart sites of nucleation, resulting in reversible local lamellipod extension. The common design principle is that the negative feedback that terminates the positive feedback is induced only at high concentrations of the output signal or after a time delay.
After a pulse in output activity, the negative feedback inhibition often recovers so that a new positive feedback cycle can be triggered. This results in a periodic cycling between high and low output states in response to a steady input (Fig. 2C, oscillator) . In cell signaling, such a role of ultrasensitive positive and negative feedback in generating Ca 2+ concentration oscillations was proposed 20 years ago (25) . Model calculations showed that increases in stimulus amplitude increase the frequency of oscillation while keeping the duration and the amplitude of pulses constant. This behavior has been observed experimentally (28) . Although there are feedback motifs without positive feedback that can produce oscillations (30), we believe that a more common mechanism in cell signaling consists of coupled positive and negative feedback loops (31) .
Spatial Aspects of Mixed Positive and Negative Feedback
Biological systems often feature positive and negative feedbacks that are active in only part of the cell rather than the whole cell. This results in distinct functions such as local pulses, waves, and cell polarization (Fig. 2C, bottom images) .
Local signal activation can occur without a global response (Fig. 2C, local pulse) . In the case of Ca 2+ signaling under weak stimulation, local positive feedback that activates IP 3 R quickly inactivates, and the diffusing Ca 2+ ions can be restricted to sub-micrometer distances from the source, creating local Ca 2+ pulses (32) . Local Ca 2 + signaling pulses are useful to control cell functions such as secretion (33) . In weakly stimulated neutrophils (and therefore in the absence of cell polarity), a chemoattractant triggers similar shortlived local pulses of actin polymerization (29) . If the local signal is sufficiently strong, new local pulses triggered at nearby sites can keep the signal alive and allow a self-propagating signal to move away from its source (Fig. 2C, nize astrocyte, epithelial, and other cell assemblies (35) . Similarly, under stimulated conditions, neutrophils generate local waves of actin polymerization that propagate over several micrometers toward the front of a cell until they reach a cell's leading edge, where they extend local lamellopdia and help propel the cell forward (29) . Combined positive and negative feedback can also polarize cells (Fig. 2C, polarity) . Polarization and migration of neutrophils has been proposed to be regulated by a positive feedback loop whereby the guanylate exchange activator of the small guanosine triphosphatase Rac, Dock, both activates lamellipod extension and is recruited to locations where lamellipods extend (13, 36) . Once the positive feedback-driven local recruitment has been triggered (stochastically or in response to a local input), it diminishes the concentration of available Dock throughout the cell. This is a plausible mechanism for a negative feedback that can prevent a second front from forming. Mathematical modeling of a neuronal polarity system showed that reinforced local recruitment of a scarce activator is a robust mechanism for triggering cell polarization (37) .
Enhancing Core Feedback Functions by Adding Feedback
Addition of extra feedback loops provides enhancements to the discussed core feedback functions. A design with two negative feedback loops allows cells to simultaneously stabilize the basal state and limit the activated signaling state (Fig.  3A , basal homeostat and limiter). Combined negative feedback through STIM2 and mitochondrial Ca 2+ uptake is an example where two negative feedback loops function largely independent of each other. Combination of a basic oscillator (single positive and negative feedback loops) with an additional negative feedback loop can create patterns of repetitive spikes over a broader range of input stimuli and generate a wider range of output frequencies (Fig. 3B , robust oscillator). A reported calcium/calmodulindependent protein kinase II (CaMKII)-mediated inhibitory phosphorylation of the IP 3 R (38) may serve as such a second negative feedback loop that prolongs the time between Ca 2+ spikes and thereby extends the output frequency range.
A key function of a second positive feedback loop is to make a bistable signaling switch more robust in the presence of cell-to-cell variations resulting from noise in external inputs or copy numbers of internal signaling components (Fig.  3C, robust switch) (39) . In the example shown, the first three stimulus pulses are not sufficient to engage the positive feedbacks, the next two stimuli trigger only the fast reversible positive feedback, whereas the last stimulus also engages the slow positive feedback and triggers a persistent output increase. This same motif also increases the overall ultrasensitivity and hysteresis if the two positive feedback loops are linked by an AND gate (40) . Furthermore, coupling two positive feedback loops in which one loop is composed of two negative regulatory steps can delay the exit from the active state (41) . Lastly, the added slower positive feedback loop can also spatially integrate and synchronize the activity of the faster loop, converting separate local bursts of signaling into a robust global signaling response. In the case of Ca 2+ signaling, Ca 2+ activation of IP 3 R can provide rapid and localized positive feedback, whereas a second slow positive feedback from Ca 2+ concentration to phospholipase C (25, 42) and the production of the rapidly diffusible second messenger IP 3 yield global bistability and increased robustness to noise when triggering global Ca 2+ responses. Thus, although different types of network connectivity can generate dual positive feedback loops, these examples suggest that a common emerging property is enhanced robustness to noise. The robustness results from (i) increased hysteresis, (ii) increased spatial synchronization, (iii) delayed exit from the active state, or (iv) a combination thereof. It is plausible that addition of tailored positive or negative feedback loops to other functions described in Fig. 2 also make their functional properties more robust.
Signaling Systems Combine Multiple Feedback Functions to Orchestrate Cell Behavior
Feedback functions are combined in cells to produce a physiological output behavior. Graphic representations that reduce each of the feedback loops to a positive or negative regulatory step are useful to describe systems with multiple feedbacks. This is achieved by functionally annotating and ordering nested feedback loops according to increasing time constants. In the Ca 2+ signaling (Fig. 4A) influx, which in turn triggers additional IP 3 R-mediated Ca 2+ release and lowering of Ca 2+ in the ER (43) . This triple positive feedback in the Ca 2+ system comprises a robust switch and is likely critical in T cells, where Ca 2+ concentration has to remain elevated for many hours in order to induce T cell differentiation (44) . Note that separate feedback loops in the diagram can regulate the same target. For example, IP 3 R is activated by Ca 2+ concentrations below 0.2 mM (creating a positive feedback loop) and inhibited by higher Ca 2+ levels (creating a negative feedback loop) (22) .
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In neutrophil chemotaxis, the balance between positive and negative feedback loops involving Hem-1 and other actin polymerization processes leads to small bursts in actin polymerization and local reversible lamellipod extensions (Fig. 4B) (29) . When the proposed polarityinducing positive feedback (e.g., Dock/Rac/ PIP3) is engaged, actin polymerization and local lamellipod extension becomes restricted to the leading edge, resulting in cell migration (13, 29) . Key mechanisms for polarization are likely the recruitment of Dock and other components of the global positive feedback to the front and their concomitant depletion from the back. The time constants of feedback loops and the diffusion coefficients of their components define the spatial and temporal characteristics of local lamellipod extension and global cell polarization. Chemotaxis may then result from steering the front of these polarized cells by coupling local chemoattractant sensing to local lamellipod extension and creating small turns in the direction of migration toward a chemoattractant source (45) . Additional feedback loops and regulatory components may further contribute to robust chemotaxis (13, 36, 46) .
Experimental Investigation of Predicted Feedback Loops
Experimental investigation of signaling feedback in cells is challenging. Genetic, RNA interference, dominant negative, or chemical attenuation of a component's activity that results in an increased signaling response might indicate that the component (i) is part of a negative feedback loop, (ii) is part of a suppression step within the signaling pathway, or (iii) plays a housekeeping role by reducing protein stability, blocking endocytosis, or dephosphorylating an activation site. How can a postulated component in a signaling pathway be identified as part of a positive or negative feedback loop?
A direct approach to demonstrate that a positive or negative feedback controls a signaling pathway is to combine rapid perturbations of signaling steps with rapid monitoring of upstream and downstream signaling events (Fig. 5) . We use a thought experiment to discuss this approach. In a first set of experiments, inhibitors of components A, B, and C are used to identify B and C as positive and negative regulators, respectively, of the signaling pathway leading to A. The second experiment monitors B and uses rapid inhibition of A to demonstrate a positive feedback from A back to B. The third experiment monitors C and uses rapid inhibition of A to demonstrate a negative feedback from A to C. Additional constrictions of a feedback model are gained from the kinetics of A, B, and C activity changes. There are three experimental challenges to the described approach: to develop perturbation tools to specifically and rapidly inhibit signaling steps, to develop biosensor or biochemical assays to rapidly measure their activity, and to set up single-cell experiments or use synchronized populations to be able to infer the existence and to measure the kinetics of putative feedback loops.
This strategy has been used in Ca 2+ signaling to demonstrate the existence of a positive feedback from Ca 2+ to phospholipase C. A rapid increase in cytosolic Ca 2+ concentration by addition of Ca 2+ ionophore increased the concentration of the phospholipase C product IP 3 within seconds (42) . The kinetics of the other step in the feedback loop was measured by a rapid step increase in the concentration of IP 3 by photorelease of an inactive IP 3 precursor and measurement of the resulting subsecond Ca 2+ release using a fluorescent biosensor (47) . In neutrophils, the positive feedback for polarization was investigated by rapid chemical inhibition of PI3K (48) and by a chemical heterodimerization method whereby synthetic activators of endogenous PI3K and Rac proteins were forced to the plasma membrane within less than 30 s (49). These perturbations were combined with live-cell imaging of phoshoinositol 3,4,5-phosphate localization, lamellipod extension, and cell migration to infer the existence of a positive feedback (48, 49) .
Conclusions
Each feedback motif has a specific function in a signaling system, such as homeostasis or adaptation for a negative feedback motif, amplification or bistability for a positive feedback motif, and polarization or oscillations for a mixed feedback motif. The function of a particular feedback motif Although the identity and interactions of signaling proteins have been studied in great detail, the complexity of signaling networks cannot be fully understood without elucidating the timing and location of activity of individual proteins. To do this, one needs a means for detecting and controlling specific signaling events. An attractive approach is to use light, both to report on and control signaling proteins in cells, because light can probe cells in real time with minimal damage. Although optical detection of signaling events has been successful for some time, the development of the means for optical control has accelerated only recently. Of particular interest is the development of chemically engineered proteins that are directly sensitive to light.
S
ignaling proteins operate in complex networks in cells. The networks are wired into long serial chains, and these chains are arrayed in numerous parallel pathways that diverge from common inputs, converge onto intermediate nodes, and diverge again to many different effectors. Signals from the external world that are detected at the cell membrane are transmitted in the plane of the membrane and through the cytoplasm, with feedback and feedforward loops onto organelles and the nucleus. The upshot of this complex connectivity is the control of outputs as diverse as membrane transport, cell metabolism, protein translation, cell shape and migration, gene transcription, cell cycle, and cell survival. The shear number of signaling proteins and complexity of their connectivity is staggering, and the depictions in textbooks and on glossy posters from chemical companies are as dense and as difficult to decipher as spirographs.
Optical detection of cellular signaling has been accomplished, first with chemical dyes and more recently with fluorescent protein sensors to measure ions, membrane potential, second messengers, enzyme activity, protein/protein interaction, and the structural changes in proteins that underlie their functional transitions (1) . Methods for remote control of cell signaling have seen explosive growth. Early methods used caged compounds, which release a signaling molecule when exposed to an intense pulse of light. "Reversibly caged" photochromic ligands, whose ability to function can be toggled on and off, were also developed. Most recently, efforts here have led to the engineering of light-sensitivity into proteins by the attachment of photoswitched tethered ligands (PTLs) that turn the function of the protein on and off in response to light. Although demonstrated in only a limited number of cases, this form of protein engineering appears likely to be broadly applicable across protein classes, and it complements recently discovered naturally light-sensitive ion channels and pumps. We focus here on the optical methods of remote control of protein function for elucidating signaling circuits inside cells and in cell circuits.
The Power of Light
To manipulate cell signaling, it is essential to control the function of key proteins by means that differ from, and thus will not cross-react with,
